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Burton valley elementary pta

Gather some goodies or your favorite craft. Surprise a friend and make him laugh. Enjoy these colorful December sheets, BVE Cheer activity, hot cocoa coupon and more. JOIN THE FUN Join a club! All you have to do is appear in the Club Zoom! All students are welcome. LEARN MORE Treat a teacher for lunch! Labeled lunch deliveries are Wednesdays
from 11 to 11:45 am on the table outside the BVE office. SIGN UP Kindness is at the heart of our BVE community. Join our weekly acts of kindness. GET INVOLVED Burton Valley Elementary's 'Friendly Hands' program provides a help network that can make life a little easier TO LEARN MORE SCHOOL DIRECTORY AND APPDownload the FREE
Membership Toolkit app and access the school directory and the ability to send email or text to other parents. BOBCAT BROADCAST + SITEStay NEWSLETTER updated on school announcements and events. OPPORTUNITIES FOR VOLUNTEERIngLibrary, Hot Lunch, Special Events + More. RESOURCESAccesses enrichment programs + camps,
educational resources, community events. COMMUNITY BOBCATAprese more about the BVE family through the spotlight of the teacher + student. VOTE Your voice to be heard at monthly PTA meetings and vote. Our students are prepared to be creative, responsible, productive and kind citizens in an constantly changing society. We have adopted a
rigorous and comprehensive curriculum to provide quality education in a safe and nutritious environment. We are committed to meeting the needs of all students, promoting continuous learning and promoting respect. Full Flyer and Details here to record Tk/Kinder As we make plans to reopen, please take a look at our times below. The explanations are under
the Director's Message. Please take time to fill out our appointment survey by 3/11! Contra Costa County health services' guidance for the school reopening Day by Day Hybrid Experience Burton Valley will continue to focus on Monthly Reading Aloud in the 2020-2021 school year. We will continue our focus on character, but we will also focus on Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion. We'll share a full list of books on School Night. In Burton Valley, we believe that goodness is the roof supported by our pillars of character. To be kind, one must be trustworthy, respectful, responsible, fair, caring and a good citizen. Every few weeks, we learn about a different character trait and show how it relates to our school's focus on
kindness. This year, we are focusing on each pillar even closer and will use new words to recognize our students. They are: Courage, Hard Work/ Perseverance, Optimism, Integrity, Cooperation and Empathy. Together, these words the word CHOICE.... that together we will continue to guide our students to choose kindly and make the right choice. At Burton
Valley Elementary, we are dedicated to preparing our students to become creative, responsible, productive in an constantly changing society. An easy way to double your contribution is through employee donation programs. Many corporations correspond to employee donations to our organization. If you volunteer with us, your employer can also provide us
with a scholarship as a way to recognize your continued support. Thank you for checking if your company offers these programs! Employee matching gift programs are corporate donation programs in which the company corresponds to employee donations to eligible nonprofits. It's an easy way to double your contribution to us! Voluntary scholarship
programs are corporate donation programs in which companies provide monetary donations to organizations where employees volunteer regularly. If you volunteer with us, it's an easy way to provide us with additional financial support! Requesting a matching gift or voluntary scholarship is usually a five-minute process that should be initiated by the
donor/volunteer. You can do this by filling out and submitting a paper correspondence form provided by your employer or through an electronic submission process. Please search our database for company-specific information. For questions about your company's programs, contact your employer's HR department or community. Much of the necessary
information is also available on your company's intranet. For questions about submitting a corresponding gift or voluntary grant application to us, please contact us using the information provided on this page. Message from PresidentMay 29, 2015Dear Parents,Playoff fever has overtaken our house. It seems like every night we're rushing to a local football
field or settling down on the couch to watch an exciting showdown. I enjoy watching the playoff ball not only for athletics, but for the incredible demonstration of teamwork, courage, achievement and heart. I hope you've seen some of these same attributes, and more, in the work your students produced and exhibited at Open House. Entering the classroom
and seeing the room full of all kinds of colorful designs and handwritten work brings a big smile to my face. I love looking at the individual interpretations of the many projects on display. Thank you to the teachers for bringing together an incredible culmination of our children's academic achievements throughout the year. The night is not complete until you
pass the magnificent LPIE Art Fair. It's nice that they let the kids pick their favorite piece to hang. The collection of works demonstrates so many good examples of the art and instruction curriculum provided by LPIE throughout the year. A huge thank you to our chairs LPIE art, Kendra Ufflelman and Marlo DeBiasse, for transforming our Multipurpose room
into a mini-museum for the night. I know they didn't do it alone. More thanks to all our representatives of the LPIE class for their help in creating this event. And, one last thanks to our LPIE LPIE Chairs, Tina Sebree and Meredith White, who commanded everything LPIE in our school this year. Strength in numbers,Teli ThayerPTA PresidentMark His
Calendars6/5 -Kindergarten Circus6/9 - Meeting of facilities with Superintendent Rachel Zinn, 6:30, BVE6/11 - Last School Day
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